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It was only a matter of time until the likes of Walter Blanding had their own compilation. Its taken a little while and pushed the boundaries of idea, but its the right thing to do. Blandings career was characterised by interest in earlier music forms and he experimented with a variety of styles, creating saxophone-based music that is at times very easy to listen to, but also wildly original. Sonically, his music is first and foremost a showcase for his incredible tenor saxophone playing. He is also dedicated to playing solos that are part of a whole and he plays a lot more duets than he has records to show for it. That kind of approach makes for a sensitive and fascinating
listen. This collection certainly embraces that and its a great addition to the library of any jazz fan. (KS) Anyone hearing the Car Specials debut on Jerrys recent and long awaited Worlds Greatest Story Ever Told, will have immediately recognised the terrific organ trio jazz-soul-folk-backing that Jerry sings and plays on. It fits the Car Special name like a perfect glove: a lyrical nine-minute narrative song, it covers contemporary themes (deoxyribonucleic acid and the black male experience in the US) as well as its own very personal history, its origins traceable all the way back to the 1950s. Backed by the most sumptuous electro-acoustic orchestrations (Bernstein?

Yes please) that anyone can imagine, this is a beautiful ballad, a poignant heartfelt song from the sixties that was heard, heard by thousands, and still remains as fresh and as relevant today as when Jerry first recorded it. ( DS )
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creative departments worldwide are facing this transformation. and the need for an
integrated marketing campaign that seeks to drive new audiences is greater than

ever. the answer to this challenge is the content factory cloud. its a completely
new approach to the creation, sharing, and delivery of content. seamlessly turn

creative assets into branded video, mobile apps, web experiences, and other
content. easily manage, distribute, create and monetize content in the cloud. its

the solution to transforming content from a backroom activity to a 24x7 enterprise
asset. its content workers in the cloud. its a complete, scalable content creation

and management platform. its a platform that lets you create, adapt, and
distribute any type of content in minutes. but lets take a closer look at whats in

store for the future of music and multimedia for businesses. creative music society
presents a 7-cd set, 16-hour-long retrospective of pianist john coltrane. assuming

that the majority of the material on this monumental work is on the 7 volumes, this
cd only covers a fraction of it and also features bonus albums, rarities, edits, live
material, and an entire album of studio outtakes. the material is as sparse as it is

dense and as all-encompassing as it is mysterious. in other words, this cd is
absolutely packed to the brim. to a great degree, this is what makes it so special; it
is a breath of fresh air among endless ditto-copies of "classic" coltrane. essentially,
this cd features coltrane's earlier, more dixieland-styled compositions, which are

largely neglected due to their association with his later-day work. also included are
some of his rare, unreleased compositions, a few of which have been previously

appeared on an obscure album entitled there once was. the bonus material
features a section of live piano performances by coltrane, that are mostly his
earlier incarnation. yet, this is still where this cd truly shines: by virtue of their

rareness, it's easy to pick up, listen to and compare these performances, providing
an interesting glimpse into coltranes growth and development as a musician. the
compositions in this set are understandably sparse, yet they have a great deal of

substance and depth. 5ec8ef588b
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